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Abstract

Wasatch Community Garden’s Green Phoenix Farm is an urban farm and a job training

program for low-income mothers and women experiencing homelessness in Salt Lake City,

Utah. As a non-profit organization with limited resources, staff at the Green Phoenix have

struggled to collect data about the outcomes of their program. The Green Phoenix farm is

not alone in their data challenges; homelessness programs across Utah struggle to

thoroughly document their spending and the results of their programs. Comprehensive

data collection is imperative so state legislators can make informed decisions about

resource and funding allocations to programs that address homelessness. The goal of this

project is to design a data collection methodology that allows the Green Phoenix to

determine the long-term impacts of their program on their participants. Interviews were

conducted with other urban farms with similar social missions to learn about the

long-term impacts of agricultural programs on women experiencing homlessness. The

information from these interviews was compiled to create recommendations for a data

collection methodology that the Green Phoenix program managers can use to quantify

their long-term impacts.

Introduction

Wasatch Community Gardens (WCG)  is a non-profit that creates and supports

community gardens in Salt Lake City, Utah. The Green Phoenix Farm is one of Wasatch

Community Gardens' many properties. It is a 1.4 acre urban farm at 622 W 100 S in Salt

Lake City, on property owned by the Redevelopment Agency of Salt Lake. The farm is

100% solar powered and serves as a demonstration site for regenerative agriculture and

permaculture techniques. The Green Phoenix program provides employment, job training,

and mentoring for women facing homelessness. The women who go through the Green

Phoenix Program work a paying job on the farm. They also participate in mentoring and

community building activities that provide access to important resources (like housing

and counseling). The women also attend weekly training nights that teach skills like

resume building, interviewing, and navigating the legal system.

The Green Phoenix, and other urban farms, use parallels between the growth of plants

and the growth of people. The first stage of the Green Phoenix program focuses on

sprouting and growing seeds. This process is a perfect analogy for what the women are

doing in the start of the program as they start to build a strong community and establish

their goals. During this stage, the women grow seedlings for the annual Wasatch

Community Gardens Spring plant sale, the largest fundraiser for the WCG organization.
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During the next stage of the program, the women grow produce to distribute to the

community. This process is imperative because the women get to be a part of giving back,

which the program coordinators describe as a really important transition for women

facing homelessness. In talking with one of the graduates of the Green Phoenix Program,

we learned first hand the impact of the giving process. She described providing produce

for others as one of the most empowering processes during her time at the Green

Phoenix.

Cost Analysis

The original goal of our project was to conduct a cost analysis of the Green Phoenix

Program, to determine how their costs and outcomes compare to state-run programs.

This goal, while an important one, was achievable due to a lack of state-wide data.

In 2018, Utah spent around 100 million dollars on programs related to homelessness.

After these expenditures, the state hired auditors to determine the effectiveness of the

programs. Unfortunately, due to poor data and inadequate information systems, auditors

were unable to answer questions about the effectiveness of homeless programs in Utah.

This lack of data collection and analysis makes it difficult to determine the cost

effectiveness of homeless programs across Utah, because even though we know how

much the state is spending per year, the results of the spending are unclear. We wanted to

know the answers to questions like How many people who moved through these

programs found stable housing and employment? And Which programs had the lowest

recidivism rates? But that data is not being collected by the state of Utah or by programs

designed to serve the homeless population.

According to the State of Utah, in 2018 and 2019, there were 9512 and 8963 unsheltered

people respectively. One of Utah’s primary goals is to make homeless non-recurring, but

42.36% and 41.59% of people who had found permanent housing returned to

homelessness in 2018 and 2019 respectively.

The Green Phoenix receives approximately $120,000 dollars per year from the city of Salt

Lake, so they spend 0.12% of what the State of Utah is spending on homelessness. They

serve, on average, 16 women per year, which comes out to around $7,500 per woman per

year. The State of Utah in 2018, spent 100 million and served 13,570 people which comes

out to around $7,400 per person per year. While the costs seem very comparable at face

value, state programs consist mostly of emergency and traditional housing, which have

been found to be highly ineffective in the long term. And the ineffectiveness of state-run
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homelessness programs is shown in the recidivism rates above for 2018 and 2019.

Since the Job Training Program began in 2016, nearly 70 women experiencing

homelessness have benefitted from the program. Most recently, in 2020, the program

served a total of 21 women, including 15 women who participated in the 10-month Green

Team Program for 30 days or more, and six single mothers, with a collective 13 children,

who participated in the 10-week Seeds of Success Program. Five Green Team participants

completed the program and obtained housing and employment. All six Seeds of Success

participants completed the program, which included Certified Nurse Assistant (CNA)

classes through an outside trainer and weekly work days at the farm. Five of the six

women have secured employment as CNAs. We hypothesize that programs like the Green

Phoenix, in which participants grow, prepare and eat fresh, healthy food, receive

one-on-one assistance to secure housing and employment, and get support with other

personal goals including financial literacy are likely more successful at helping participants

find stable long term housing and employment than traditional resources for people facing

homelessness.

New Research Question

Many of the people who come to work and volunteer at urban farms are facing systemic

oppression through poverty and cycles of incarceration. Some struggle with substance

abuse and a lack of access to rehabilitation. Programs aimed to help people experiencing

homelessness need to address not only that these individuals don’t have stable housing,

but also that they don’t have access to other resources like rehabilitation, community

building centers, and medical or mental health care. Programs like the Green Phoenix

provide support to their participants on several levels, which is imperative for

empowering people to find stable housing and employment and ultimately escaping the

grasp of homelessness.

We are interested in how successful these urban farming programs are at empowering

their participants. Our questions are as follows: is urban farming a successful method for

helping people who are facing homelessness find stable housing and employment? How

can we use metrics to answer this question? If the program can start tracking its

effectiveness, they can find and address their inadequacies, prove their success to

potential funders, and quantify their long term impacts on participants.
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Why Urban Farming?

Credit: Karl Ebeling at Green Phoenix Farm

The image above outlines how urban farms benefit their communities. They provide

community enrichment, employment and job training, profit centers, and environmental

regeneration. These four categories are broken down in the graphic above.

There are several interventions that have been designed and implemented to support

people experiencing homelessness, but the urban farming model is one of the most

beneficial. On top of all of the reasons outlined above, the women we spoke with at the

Green Phoenix are passionate about the work they are doing. They expressed how

fulfilling it is to create something from beginning to end, as they plant the seeds, transfer

them to the ground, and eventually harvest the produce. One of the Green Phoenix team

members said, “there aren’t very many jobs where you get to see your work from

beginning to end, and that’s what really makes this work unique and empowering.” Several

of them were proud of their contributions to the health of their community, as the Green
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Phoenix provides fresh, organic produce in the food desert that is downtown Salt Lake

City. Not only is the Green Phoenix a job training program, but it is also a place that

empowers its participants to improve their communities, which is key to their long-term

success.

Methods

To answer this question we interviewed other urban farms across the United States that

have social missions. We reached out to 16 organizations, made contact with several, and

have been able to interview three, TigerMountain Foundation, the Metro Atlanta Urban

Farm, and the Homeless Garden Project. We asked them several questions including: Do

you track information about your participants after they leave your organization? If so,

how do you find this information in a professional and non-invasive way? The list of

research questions is included in the Appendix. All of our interviews involved more

detailed follow up questions based on initial responses. Each interview lasted about 30

minutes.

TigerMountain Foundation is a non-profit based out of Phoenix, Arizona. They support

several community gardens and also run an agri-landscape initiative. They aim to provide

job training, social and economic mobility, and community nourishment through growing

produce. In addition, TigerMountain has a farm development assistance program, which

they work with clients who are interested in starting a farm or garden of their own.

(TigerMountain Foundation; Brookins et. al,  01 April 2021).

The MetroAtlanta Urban Farm is a non-profit organization out of College Park, Georgia,

15 minutes outside of the heart of downtown Atlanta. They address the problem of food

insecurity by providing naturally grown, organic produce to people in their community.

The MetroAtltanta Urban Farm system includes a five acre farm, where employees and

volunteers grow produce year round, as well as a smaller community garden where

low-income families and other residents can grow their own produce. They have several

community programs that include a leadership training program, healthy food preparation

classes, gardening lessons, and several more (The Metro Atlanta Urban Farm; Brookins et.

al, 05 April 2021).

The Homeless Garden project is also a non-profit, and is out of Santa Cruz, California. Like

the Green Phoenix, they offer a job training program that is combined with other

counseling resources to assist people experiencing homelessness find stable housing and

employment. “Trainees'' as they call them at the Homeless Garden Project, spend most of
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their time doing work on the farm, but also receive support through resume building,

mock interviews, and a job series program (Homeless Garden Project; Brookins et. al, 06

April 2021).

In addition, we visited the Green Phoenix to have conversations with current and past

participants. We asked them questions like: What impacts is this program having on you?

What would motivate you to stay connected with the farm?

Recommendations for Data Collection

What we have found through conducting these interviews is that all of the urban farms we

spoke with are experiencing similar challenges in measuring their social impacts. Each

organization, however, has their own unique way of addressing these challenges. The

TigerMoutain Foundation, MetroAltlanta Urban Farm, and Green Phoenix all leave their

facilities and resources available to program alumni. People return to share their

successes with GED’s, employment, and stable housing. The frequency of individuals

returning years after leaving these programs to share their appreciation speaks volumes

about the impactfulness of urban agriculture. However, without a method to track these

impacts, it is hard to prove the large-scale and long term effectiveness of the programs.

We combined the feedback from the three urban farms we interviewed and created a list

of recommendations for the Green Phoenix Farm to improve their data collection

methodology.

Firstly, we are encouraging program managers to append their current entry form, called

an Action Plan, to include information about housing and employment history and other

sources of income. Not only will this help them gain a more thorough understanding of

each participant's history, but it also provides a good metric that can be used to measure

changes over time.

Next, we recommend the Green Phoenix, in collaboration with social workers and the

Homeless Garden Project, design a matrix form that will be completed when participants

first arrive, several times throughout the program, and annually or biannually after their

program is complete. This matrix covers a wide range of topics including transportation,

family/friend relations, life skills, community involvement, and legal standings. Each

question in the matrix has a qualitative section, where participants have the option to

write notes about their responses. Each question also contains a quantitative section,

where participants answer through the use of a scale each time. By asking the same

questions throughout and after the program, the Green Phoenix will be able to track and
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quantify the effects of their program on each woman's life.

Next, we recommend that the Green Phoenix start hosting frequent alumni events.

Firstly, these events could improve program outcomes even more so as program members

continue building a sense of community and lasting friendships. Also, they are an effective

way to encourage participants to stay in contact with the farm while being a great way to

informally check in on alumni.  If past participants continue feeling actively welcome,

asking them to fill out the matrix sheet and tracking their personal growth and stability

becomes much easier. One of the biggest road-blocks to the data collection methodology

we are suggesting is staying in contact with participants. Especially for people

experiencing homelessness, addresses, emails, and phone numbers change often, so it can

be hard to reconnect after they leave the farm. Keeping alumni events consistent, for

example, the 1st of the month every February, May and August at a consistent location,

would reduce the amount of outside communication necessary to get participants to show

up at events. The women we spoke with at the Green Phoenix shared a few things that

would keep them coming back to the farm. Firstly, past participants should feel like the

farm is always a place where they can go to get their hands dirty and be a part of the

growing process. Those we talked with shared their love for gardening, and want to have

access to a place where they can experience the therapeutic effects of growing produce.

Next, several of the women shared a similar sentiment about wanting continued access to

freshly grown produce. People living below the poverty line oftentimes struggle to afford

fresh, organic produce, so alumni events are encouraged to provide past and current

participants with food from the garden.

Next, we recommend that the Green Phoenix start entering all of this data gathered from

each participant into a software called Apricot. Apricot is used by the Homeless Garden

Project and was designed to help non-profit organizations track the data they are

interested in, and can be used for analysis and modeling. Having participant data entered

into this software, or software similar, will make it easier for program managers to find

answers to questions about how participants are doing, what areas need more energy or

resources, and how their well being has changed over time (Brookins et. al, 06 April 2021).

Next, we recommend a continued and increasing level of partnership with Westminster

College and the University of Utah. We recognize the limitations in funding that urban

farms receive, which makes staffing incredibly limited at times. We believe that opening

internship positions to university students in exchange for college credit and experience is

a potential way that the Green Phoenix can fill more positions in all areas needed. College

students who qualify for internship positions may serve the Green Phoenix as unpaid

interns, seeking ground level experience and college credit. Some internship positions we
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believe might greatly benefit the program are: environmental/urban agriculture interns,

data collection interns, and psychology interns. The environmental/urban agriculture

internship position may be to assist the program director in conducting research, writing

reports, helping grow or expand the program, or whatever other work may be useful. The

data collection intern would assist with data collection, analysis, and reporting findings.

The psychology intern would assist with emotional support, mental health, counseling

sessions, confidence building, etc. At the most basic level, these interns will be assistants

to the employees of the Green Phoenix. In addition to their ground level assistance, we

recommend these internships are maintained through the duration of the ten month

program. This consistency is in an attempt to build a solid relationship with the

participants of the program, and it can be another informal way to keep in touch with the

women after the program finishes.  Especially with the psychologist position, we hope to

see long-term bonds form between the students and the women as they are essentially

going through the program together.

Lastly, we encourage the Green Phoenix to continue their work of building a network of

small, urban farms with similar social missions. Even in very short conversations, it became

very apparent that the people who manage these farms are extremely passionate about

the work they do. The farms we spoke with are excited about the use of collaboration as a

tool for process improvement, as sharing experiences and methodology can lead to more

robust program outcomes. We hope this can be the beginning of a community of

community run farms or gardens.

We hope the Green Phoenix can implement some of these recommendations as they start

to expand their program capacity. Because the primary mission of the Green Phoenix is to

empower women to find stable housing and employment, using this methodology would

allow the Green Phoenix to track the effectiveness of their program in achieving its

primary goals. With this data, the Green Phoenix could find and address any gaps in their

program, track their long term impacts on their participants, and potentially improve their

access to funding.

Group Assessment

Through this project, we learned a lot about how to collaborate with a very diverse group

of people. Not only did we work together through the project, but we also worked closely

with the employees at the Green Phoenix Farm, managers of other farms, and the women

who currently work on the farm. In working with all these people, we learned about the

power of collaboration and how it strengthens outcomes. In addressing environmental
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issues in the future, we will turn to collaboration to ensure that as many voices are

included as possible.

We also learned about the challenge of designing a project that will be implemented in the

real world. At the beginning of our project, we had big aspirations for a data analysis. We

learned through trying to conduct this analysis that the data doesn’t exist at all. After we

reframed our research question, we worked to create meaningful recommendations for

the Green Phoenix. While it would be ideal if they had access to unlimited resources, as a

non-profit organization they often have to think creatively to work with what they have.

We had to consider their limited staff capacity, space, and funding to craft suggestions

that will actually be useful for them.

Lastly, working on this project further cemented the importance of interdisciplinary

approaches to solving environmental problems. While the Green Phoenix Farm has

several ecological benefits, its primary mission is to improve the lives of the women who

participate in their programs. In working with James and Karl, we learned how ecological

benefits compliment the social impacts of urban agriculture. In future projects, we will

continue to consider the interrelatedness between ecological and social health, and how

projects that work to improve one can often improve both.
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Appendix

Interview Questions for other Urban Farms

1) Do you collect short-term data about the impacts of your program on participants?

If so, what metrics do you use? How do you measure those impacts?

2) What metrics do you measure about your organization’s long-term impacts?

3) On what time scales do you measure your long-term impacts?

4) We are really interested in measuring recidivism rates. Do you track information

about your participants after they leave your organization? If so, how do you find

this information in a professional and non-invasive way?

5) Do you organize and/or analyze the data you collect in any particular way? If so,

how?

Table of other known urban farms with social missions

Greens Grow https://www.greensgrow.org

Urban Adama https://www.urbanadamah.org/

Heartland Alliance

https://www.heartlandalliance.org/program/chicago-farmw

orks/?gclid=Cj0KCQiA34OBBhCcARIsAG32uvOmMDIHjZ

eEznL17_eLr0EClK4-j0Ri0Etnsgd1QcdccoJ_G6rjqpMaAsN

6EALw_wcB

Sole Food Street Farm https://solefoodfarms.com/our-story/

Green Phoenix Farm https://wasatchgardens.org/job-training

Southside Blooms https://www.southsideblooms.com/our-story

Tiger Mountain

Foundation (Garden of

tomorrow)

https://tigermountainfoundation.org/non-profit-communit

y-garden/

The Food Project https://thefoodproject.org/about-us/

The Homeless Garden

Project https://homelessgardenproject.org/our-mission-our-story/

Garden City Harvest https://www.gardencityharvest.org/mission-and-history

Ruskin Mill Trust https://www.rmt.org/

Triform Camphill

Communities https://www.triform.org/

https://www.greensgrow.org/about-us/
https://www.urbanadamah.org/
https://www.heartlandalliance.org/program/chicago-farmworks/?gclid=Cj0KCQiA34OBBhCcARIsAG32uvOmMDIHjZeEznL17_eLr0EClK4-j0Ri0Etnsgd1QcdccoJ_G6rjqpMaAsN6EALw_wcB
https://www.heartlandalliance.org/program/chicago-farmworks/?gclid=Cj0KCQiA34OBBhCcARIsAG32uvOmMDIHjZeEznL17_eLr0EClK4-j0Ri0Etnsgd1QcdccoJ_G6rjqpMaAsN6EALw_wcB
https://www.heartlandalliance.org/program/chicago-farmworks/?gclid=Cj0KCQiA34OBBhCcARIsAG32uvOmMDIHjZeEznL17_eLr0EClK4-j0Ri0Etnsgd1QcdccoJ_G6rjqpMaAsN6EALw_wcB
https://www.heartlandalliance.org/program/chicago-farmworks/?gclid=Cj0KCQiA34OBBhCcARIsAG32uvOmMDIHjZeEznL17_eLr0EClK4-j0Ri0Etnsgd1QcdccoJ_G6rjqpMaAsN6EALw_wcB
https://solefoodfarms.com/our-story/
https://wasatchgardens.org/job-training
https://www.southsideblooms.com/our-story
https://tigermountainfoundation.org/non-profit-community-garden/
https://tigermountainfoundation.org/non-profit-community-garden/
https://thefoodproject.org/about-us/
https://homelessgardenproject.org/our-mission-our-story/
https://www.gardencityharvest.org/mission-and-history
https://www.rmt.org/
https://www.triform.org/
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Metro Atlanta Urban

Farm http://themetroatlantaurbanfarm.com/

Keipos (under

Nebraska Volunteers) http://www.keipos.org/

The slideshow presentation:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1f5Sk0Ib3r2llj5ykTd2FdfPG0ht0LJAyXUhtrSXj2

uQ/edit#slide=id.gceaafc5df2_0_50

Our contact information:

Hailey Brookins: haileyfaye1600@gmail.com

Ian Nadel: iannadel21@gmail.com

http://themetroatlantaurbanfarm.com/
http://www.keipos.org/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1f5Sk0Ib3r2llj5ykTd2FdfPG0ht0LJAyXUhtrSXj2uQ/edit#slide=id.gceaafc5df2_0_50
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1f5Sk0Ib3r2llj5ykTd2FdfPG0ht0LJAyXUhtrSXj2uQ/edit#slide=id.gceaafc5df2_0_50
mailto:haileyfaye1600@gmail.com

